
25th Super Bock Super Rock 

 
18 – 19 – 20 JULY 
Meco Beach, Sesimbra – South of Lisbon, Portugal 
 

 
 

New line up announcements 
 
The 1975 

18 July, Super Bock Stage 
 

Metronomy 

18 July, EDP Stage 

 

 

The 1957 and Metronomy join the already announced Lana Del 
Rey on Super Bock Super Rock's line up for 18 July. 
 

 

On 18, 19 and 20 July, Super Bock Super Rock returns to the idyllic setting 
next to Meco Beach in Sesimbra, South of Lisbon, to celebrate its 25th 
anniversary. A new location which will allow a great and unique 
experience by the beach to thousands of music lovers. 
 

Tickets on sale! 

 

 
 
 
18, 19, 20 July – Meco Beach, Sesimbra – South of Lisbon, Portugal 

www.superbocksuperrock.pt | facebook.com/sbsr 
 
 
The 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock represents the reunion between Meco area 
in South of Lisbon and the most authentic Festival of the summer. With the beach next 
door and an even more relaxed atmosphere, the 2019 edition of the festival is set to be 
one of the best ever. And, of course, also because of Music. 
 

http://news.musicanocoracao.pt/g/74-186055ab60036f09154978f90bf7fe16c9cab19fe1W5eyXe9oBCe921e9qv
http://news.musicanocoracao.pt/g/74-186055ab60036f09154978f90bf7fe16c9cab19fe1W5eyXe9oBCe921e9qw
http://news.musicanocoracao.pt/g/74-186055ab60036f09154978f90bf7fe16c9cab19fe1W5eyXe9oBCe921e9qw


After Lana Del Rey announcement last week, now there are two British talents being 
confirmed on the line up of the festival: The 1975 and Metronomy promise to conquer 
Super Bock Super Rock audiences and are building up the line up for 18 July. 
 

THE 1975 
 
 
It is already known that the British are reliable when it comes to delivering tastefully 
made pop / rock music and Manchester is a city that already carries a quality seal at 
that level. The 1975 are identified with this good British tradition and are one of the 
most captivating projects in recent years. 
 
The talent on this band comes from Matthew Healy, Ross MacDonald, Adam Hann and 
George Daniel. The success began within the UK, but the songs are so good that it did 
not take long until themes like "The City", "Chocolate" or "Sex" conquered the indie 
hearts of the whole world. 
 
The year 2018 brought a record that has marked the career of The 1975: "A Brief 
Inquiry Into Online Relationships". The critical sense is there, increasingly sharp, and 
the musical eclecticism also, increasingly integrated in the own worldview of these 
English. Criticism is yielding - Pitchfork has given it a rating of 8.5 / 10, Time magazine 
puts it in its top 10 albums of the year, the Consequence of Sound in its top 20 albums 
of the year, DYI gives it 5/5 describing it as "a bombastic and immaculately constructed 
portrait of modern life," to highlight only a few - and the songs, these, remain a 
wonder, despite the risks - just listen to "Love It If We Made It" or " Sincerity Is Scary 
"to want to hear everything else. On 18 July, at Super Bock Super Rock, there's no way 
people would miss this show. 
 
 

Metronomy 
 
 
Joe Mount, the leader of Metronomy, has always been good at arousing emotions in 
others, even when he started performing as a DJ at certain clubs in Brighton. Other 
projects followed, but success came only with the Metronomy. 
 
"Pip Paine (Pay the £ 5000 You Owe)", the debut album, went unnoticed, but Joe 
Mount continued to explore the studio, committed to marrying electronics with pop, 
almost alone and inspired by names like Prince. 
 
The burst of popularity at Joe's talent level would only happen with "The English 
Riviera", released in 2011. The more pop arrangements on compositions like "The 
Look" and "Everything Goes My Way" have won audiences and critics and put the 
Metronomy on the front line of the indie bands with vocation for the dance floors. 
"Love Letters" followed the same path and the last album, "Summer 08", released in 
2016, marks the arrival to adulthood, with the courage to approach the shadows of the 
past, but never losing the lightness that characterizes them. 



 
With a lot of memory and enamored by the pop wealth of the 80s, the British irony of 
the lyrics does not leave the body immobile: the invitation to dance is subtle, but 
irresistible. "Old Skool", "Hang Me Up to Dry" and "Back Together" are songs to fix, 
dance and ask for already on 18 July in the next edition of Super Bock Super Rock. 
 
 
About Super Bock Super Rock: 
 
Super Bock Super Rock on its 25th edition presents a cohesive, consistent lineup, 
thought for lovers of good music, and always attentive to the trends of the moment, 
including names of reference, but also presenting the emerging talents, both 
Portuguese and international. 
 
Three days of Music in a relaxed atmosphere and next to Meco beach, minutes walking 
distance from the Lagoon of Albufeira. 
A place known for the beaches and often associated with moments of relaxation, for 
holidays or weekends. 
 
For its 25th edition, Super Bock Super Rock returns to the idyllic setting of Meco, where 
some of the most memorable editions of its history have been held. 
 
For this edition, Super Bock Super Rock offers free camping for the holders of the 3-day 
pass from the previous Wednesday [17 July] to Sunday [21 July] and the festival goers 
will be able to enjoy a festival on a natural and green vegetation carpet. 
 
There will also be free buses to the beach, which will take the route between the 
Festival and Meco Beach, as well as the Pedestrian Path with direct access to Albufeira 
Lagoon, in order to avoid the need to use own transport by part of the public who, 
having acquired the pass for the 3 days, will opt for the free camping of the Festival. 
 
With the important partnership of the Sesimbra Town Hall, Super Bock Super Rock 
returns to the Herdade do Cabeço de Flauta, at Lagoa de Albufeira - Meco - Cabo 
Espichel, an area with unique and breathtaking landscapes, where some of the areas of 
greater patrimonial, environmental and landscape value of the region, such as the 
Sanctuary of Cape Espichel, footprints of dinosaurs or Little Lagoon. 
 
Having Super Bock Super Rock in this location is a way to make known to thousands of 
visitors, Portuguese and foreign, all the tourist potential of the county, and is a stimulus 
for the local economy, much based on hotel, catering and, each and again, in the 
companies of adventure activities linked to the sea and the Serra da Arrábida. 
 
The 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock will be a great celebration! Of the 
longevity of the Festival, and of what matters most, Music. 
 
The first batch of tickets is on sale at Festicket , with the 3 day pass at the price of 
€105 and the daily ticket at €55. 



 
 

New confirmations to be announced shortly. 
 

 

Already confirmed: 
 

18 July 
Super Bock Stage - Lana Del Rey, The 1975 

EDP Stage - Metronomy 

 


